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 joining a group discussion of today's topic
 training to be a Deep Educator via the
Depth Psychology Alliance
 learning more about Storied Activism
 forming a Forward Earthrise cultural
creation circle....
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....then email me at craig@chalquist.com or give
me a call at 925-876-0198.
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Deep educators are natural mentors who strive one
self-conceived cultural experiment at a time toward
the conscious, just, peaceful, and Earth-friendly
world so many of us desire to live in.
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"Deep” transformative inquiry involves probing
through surfaces and customary explanations to
explore the motifs, images, collective fantasies, and
other structural forces that shape institutions,
events, and worldviews that and constitute the true
foundations of our time.
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Find me online:
- Chalquist.com ~ Facebook/chalquist
- Huffingtonpost.com/craig-chalquist-phd/
- Deep Educators Network at LinkedIn
- Depthpsychologyalliance.com
- Twitter.com/chalquist
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